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Where would we go . . . ?

One of Bufora's aims is to encourage
and promote unbiased scientific re-
search and investigation into UFO
phenomena: few will quibble at this-
certainly I have no such quibble my-
self. But-a point made on one of
the Into the Unknown TV programmes
some months ago, has stuck in my
mind. It was said that it is rare for
those with apparent psychic or tele-
pathic abilities to be able to reproduce

these or their results, under controlled
scientific conditions, and the sugges-
tion was put forward that such phen-
omena may not be susceptible to what
we term a scientific investigation-or
perhaps even, though I would be loth
to reject it-scientific method. Never-
the less, the thought merits consider-
ation and the question arises, could
this also be the case with UFOs ?
There is too, a second question,
namely: if scientific method be aban-
doned, how then, do we proceed?

Stemming from the latin scire-to
know or to discern, the word scientist
literally means 'one who seeks to
know.' Its origins give no indication
of how to pursue this aim-we have
formulated our own methods. If-
and it's a big ' If '-it is just possible
that such methods do not apply in
certain cases, including UFOs, what
form of enquiry should replace them?
Any suggestions ?

Norman Olioer.

STOP PRESS!
Lionel Beer, who has been a com-
mittee-latterly a council-mem-
ber of Bufora since its inauguration
has resigned as Vice-Chairman.

THE BRITISH I.'FO RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Bufora_L_imited (by^guarante* !oun{e.d 1964., Registered Office: Old Brook Conage, rJfhite
9_rpqs,_Haughgon, Stafford. Begistelid-in-London: No. 1234924. Incorporating thilondon
UFO Research Organisation, founded 1959, and the British UFO Association, forinded 1962.
Aims : To errcourage and promote unbiased scientific investigation and research into UFO
phelomena. 

_ 
To collect and disseminate evidence and data relating to I-IFOs. To co-ordinate

UFO research on a nationwide scale and_to co-operate with people and organisations engaged on
similar research in all parts of the World.
Membership : The annual su-bscription is {4.00., $10 in the USA and Canada. Membership
is open to all who,support the aims of the Association and whose application is approved by thi
Executive Council. Applicationlinformation forms can be obtained- from any ofrier.



Research News

UFO Hypotheses
In order to clarify the position with
regard to the working hypotheses
which Bufora use, it has been decided
to publish the following list:-
I. That the sightings imsolve misidenti-

fications of objects which are man-
made or natural and are well knousn
to experts.

2. That the sigluings inaolae man-made
deztices only known to their inoentors.

3. That the sighting reports are hoaxes,
or involve farbrications.

4. That tfu sightings iwolae natural
ez)ents, which are not obseraed often
enough for scientists to hazte pra-
duced suitable scientific explanations.

5. That the sightings are mental pro-
jections by, or receioed by, the
witnesses.

6. That the sightings involoe deoices
produced by one or more alien
advanced technologies wltich orig-
inate :

A) Elsewhere in our unizterse,
being: i) Within our solar system.

ii) lX/irhin our galaxy.
or iii) Beyond our galaxy.

OR B) In a uniaerse which is not yet
obztious to us using conz)endonal
techniques, and which is:
i) Parallel to otus in space

and time.
ii) Parallel rc ours in space

but not ime.
iii) Parallel to ours in time

but-not space.

7. That the sightings are of intelligent
Processes beyond our spctce-time con-
timntm and not explicable in any of
the abwe categories.

2

Qufora is working on the assumption
that the UFO reports made to us are
mainly of category 1 and a small per-
centage belong to categories 2-5, but
that afew percent of all reports are con-
sistent rvith hypotheses 6 andfor 7.

Whilst it is true that many of Bufora's
members are interested in category 6a,
Bufora's research depanment w-elcomes
constructive articles and research pro-
posals from anyone whose majoi in-
terests lie within any of the other
cgqegories. Our Research Projects
Officn, Charles Lockwood, would-like
cornments on this list and would like
to hear from any researcher working
along any specific line with a view to
compiling a register of specialists work-
ing on the various hypotheses.

Second meeting with Contact UK
On 28 March 1976 representatives of
Bufora's research department and of
Contact UK's Data-Research team met
at Newchapel Observatory for further
discussions on a closer liaison betwen
the two organisations. As with the
initial meeting, held last autumn, the
talks were friendly and very fruitful.
It is quite clear that both organisa-
tions are aware of the positive benefits
for ufology in this country that such a
policy of co-operation can bring, and
there is no doubt that many more such
meetings will be held in the future.
Already clear understanding has been
reached on investigation work, and
there should be far less likelihood of
overlap in the years to come. The
way is now clear for joint research pro-
ject work and the principles of each
other's research systems are now known

Research Meeting 8-9 May
1. Vehicle imerfermce project
In order to have the proiect reporr
ready for the October Conference in



Birmingham, a final deadline for re-
ceipt of reports was set at 31 August.
To speed up the search for new cases
and to widen that search, the following
courses of action have been decided.

(") A circular letter to be sent to UFO
organisations on a global scale,
asking for information on local un-
published cases on file.

(b) A search tltrough Bufora's library
and exchange publications will be
instigated, Publications in foreign
languages zaill befontarded to mem-
bers able to read a language.

In the meantime, some of the prelim-
inary typing can be stafted now, in-
cluding the case summaries and the
chapter dealing with comments from
the project team.

2. Report files: sighting analysis cards:
co-operation with the UFO Center,
USA
Up to the end of 1975, all sighting
reports contained in Bufora's files have
been evaluated. The next stage, now
proceeding, is to classify the reports in
each year into four categories, based
on the quantity and quality of data in
them and with regard to the strange-
ness or otherwise of the event. Mid-
June is the deadline for completion of
this sorting process, by which time,
details of the exact method of trans-
ferring the data to the UFO Center,
will have been received. Data should
have been transferred by mid-July
and a computer tabulation of all
British reports including Bufora's will
be sent to us by the middle of August.

The UFO sighting analysis cards (new
format) are expected from the printers
by the end of May, at which time, data
from all identifiable reporrs will begin
to be transferred. These cards and
the system for their use will be made
available to other UFO groups.

3. lVork of the Center for UFO Studies
The UFO Center have just completed
their first scientific conference (30
April/2 May). " In the pa$, many
UFO meetings haae all rco ofren had the
aspects "f 'free-for-all' conoentions,
with the result that z;ery little concrete
was accomplished. In part this zaas due
to the heterogeneity of tlte participants."

Dr J Allan Hynek went on to say that
instead he proposed the conference
" be attended only by persons with an
established record of serious work with
an open-minded scientific attitude." A
number of leading researchers attended
and about two dozen short papers were
presented covering many intriguing
aspects of UFO research. Copies of
these papers are now available at a
cost of US $5.00 from the Center.
The Center intends to bring out an
updated version of the highly success-
ful Traces Catalogue, largely the work
of Ted Phillips, possibly by the end of
1976. A similar catalogue containing
the research rvork of Ted Bloecher on
Humanoids, should also be released
later this year. In addition, a compiete
report on the Delphos, Kansas case is
in preparation.

Jenny Randles tx Tony Pace

AWARENESS is the quarterly Journal of Contact UK. For details of
membership of Contact UK, write to J B Delair, 19 Cumnor Road, Woofton,
Boar's Hill, Nr Oxford.

Controaersy, uith an article by Peter Bottomley utill reappear in thc next issue.
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The Redditch Sighting
On December 79 1975, at approxi-
mately 14.00, a press photographer,
Mr Paul S Felton, aged 20, was
driving to Alcester from Redditch in
Worcestershire. The weather was
overcast, but cool and dry, with a
light north-westerly wind.

The witness glanced out of the car and
noticed in the direction of Headless
Cross in the distance, a dark object at
about 15 deg altitude, moving slowly
around a small area near the water-
tower, a local landmark. He stopped
the car half a mile further on and
stepped out with his Nikon F 35ml
camera. Using a wide-angle lens, he
proceeded to take five or six photo-
graphs of the object, which was coming
closer. The rvitness described the
size of the object as being the size of a
three inch diameter circle at arm's
length.

Mr Felton felt that the object was nor
natural or man-made because of the
unfamiliar shape, apparently solid and
metallic, the absence of sound and the

speed at which it travelled. The wit-
ness mentioned that there were a few
passers-by at the time, but nobody he
knerv personally. He described the
colour of the sharply-defined discoid
object as 'tinted yellowish.'

While Mr Felton attempted to change
the shutter-speed on his camera, the
object had disappeared from sight.
It was at about 60 deg altitude when
last seen. He said, 'I cannot say
whether the object flew out of sight
because of high speed, or whether it
dematerialized. It had simply disap-
peared when I looked up from
flicking the lever on the camera.' The
rvhole observation lasted from 1! to
2 minutes.
See area diagrant on front cower.

lVith acknowledgements to UFO Studies Information Seraice, Birmingham

Rene Fouere, the President of GEPA-Groupement D'etudes de Phen-
omenes Aeriens-has requested Bufora to print the following statement
from him:-

" Mr_BryanJeffery,,who took up functions he had no right to toke upon hinself-he
said he was,one of the Bufora Leaders-has made unpleasant remarks in theJulyl
August 1975 issue on eoery group present in Morlaix without any distinction.

So far as the GEIA, which has always had a reputation for seriousness and prudence
is concerned, we cannot allpu any accusation of haoing spokm about matters releaant
to pseudo-science, and dispute that a young student in psycho-sociology has any quali-
fications to speak about lectures-again as far as GEPA is concerned-whici need
sonxeone deeply aersed ht physics, astronomy and asffonautics."



Response-20o/o

The results of the questionnaire Calling
all Mentbers in Vol 4, No 11 of the
Journal were interesting, and it is a pity
both that only around 20o/o of the
membership responded and that more
space cannot be devoted to the very
thorough analysis made by Mike Prerv-
ett of the replies received. Some of
the more interesting figures and sug-
gestions are given below, but it must
be remembered that it is impossible to
gauge whether these are representative
of Bufora's membership as a whole, in
view of such a lol ' polling figure.'

In answer to questions I and 2, 39.8%
were happy with the Journal content:
59.2% were not and lo/o abstained.
58.2% thought theJournal should con-
tain more technical material: 12.2o/o
did not and29.60/o abstained. 23- 5%
considered more general content was
desirable: 41.8% rejected this and
34.7% abstained. Amongst the more
important of the rest of the figures
were those in answer to questions 4
and 6. So far as question 4 was con-
cerned, 84.7% said they would rvant
a popular style Journal to continue if
Bufora were to publish separate tech-
nical material, and question 6 resulted
in 90.80/, stating they would retain
their membership even should Bufora
not publish t}:re Journal in its present
fornat. (Though since the question
did not indicate what other formats
might be adopted, one assumes the
90'8% would still expect a bi-monthly
Journal of some description).

Nearly all of the suggestions as ro what
aspect of content members rvould like
to see featured more fully were con-
structive and'a selection-from these
includes:

'Landing and occupant cases in more de-
tail. Co-operation with FSR ro avoid
duplication. More research articles.'

'More reports on UFO sightings, and
more people's views on the natuie oflJFOs.'

.'The Journal is a general interest public-
ation and should remain as such. Teihnical
publications should be available on a seDarate
(optional) subscription and be self-suppoiting.'

' l\lore research progress features. More
statistical analysis.'

'More detailed sightings with more photo-
graphs.'

' I would llke tll'e Journal to be more con-
c_erned with UFO reports and analysis. At
the moment it seems to be full of Bufora
politics.'

' Other. occult subjects, eg: Atlantis, mon-
sters, etc.t

'Reports scientifically investigated and
concluded. Technical anicles.'

'More readers' letters and opinions.,
'Reports in greater detail. More local

events for members to take part in.'
'!9ch1qcal aspects, Progress of studies

outside Bufora, eg: the Clnter for UFO
studies. contactee cases.'

' More about planets, satellites and air-
craft recognition.'

. 'F_ull investigation reports. Less scnsa-
tionalism. More objectivity.'

'More consideration of local and reeional
groups investigations, giving them an o-ppor-
tunity to air their views.'

'More instructive articles dealing with
techniques of such fields as investigati-ons.,

'LecRrre summaries, equipment surveys,
etc.'

'Details of research being conducted bv
Bufora and discussion on possible avenues of
progressive research.'

On behalf of the Council I would like
to thank all those concerned for their
comments and assure them that these
will not just be filed away and for-
gotten-note will be taken of them.

Norman Oliaer.

Ian Vinten has now inaugurated the
West Country UFO Research Assoc-
iation. Details from fan at 51 Hutton
Park, Hutton Moor Road, Weston-
super-Mare, Avon.



SKYWATCH TWENTY-TH REE
This skywatch refrort was submitted by John Cree of the Nottingham UFO
Investigation Society after their members had taken paft in the Nitional sky-
watch_of 516 Jaly 1975. It is an extremely good example of how a skywatih
should be organiied and includes, one feels,-a irumber of^features *o"ta-6. rny-
watchers might do well to copy. John Cree writes:-
" Because of holidays we were only able to field 7 members and so rvere unable to
cover the whole 12 hour period; we therefore decided to cover the hours from
21.00 to 04.0^0 (dawn). As can be seen from the Log sheers, it was a very quiet
and uneventful skywatch, the only things causing any concern during the whole
night being an exceptionally slow-moving satelliie ai zz.sz and two -rather loud
elplosions at 02.37 and 03.31, which proved ro have been caused by a malfunc-
tioning bird-scaring device.

As an aid in understanding our Log sheets, we would point out the following :-
(a) Tt'e 24 hr clock is used at all times.
(b) Beaufort wind scales are used. (See appendix ' A').
(c) Standard meteorological classifications are used for visibility and cloud

types. (See appendices' B' and' C').
(d) Our own codes are used for ' present weather.' (See appendix' D').
(e) The radiation readings given are 'backgiound radiatibh count ' and these

readings were taken for one minute in every 15, using a contamination
meter No 2 fitted with a Beta G.M. tube.

The skywatch was held at our usual site at Radcliffe-on-Trent, Notts, OS map
reference 660405, sheet 112 . . . . We hold at least one skywatch each month, twb
whglg possible. we are fortunate in having the exclusiv'e use of a group of farm
buildings in which we have set up a'control room' and a separate- mess room,
and so are impervious to the weather . . . "
Log Details

NUFOIS SKY.WATCH REPORT LOG SHEET
Skywatch No 23. Grid Ref: 660405. OS Map No 112. Datez 5-617175

20.30

20.45
21.00
21.05
21.50
)) a1

22.48
il

02.37
03.31
03.40
03.48
04.00
04.15

6 members present at site. Mr S Henley, Mr J Molloy, Mr C
Molloy, Mr J Cree, Mr G Martin, Miss P Pickup
Equipment set up and tested
Skywatch omcially started
Mr S Adams arrived
Mr Martin and Mr Cree leave site to fetch supper (chips)
Fireworks display observed (rockets and flares) bearing 102" from
site. Distance estimated at approx. 10-12 miles
Mr Martin and Mr Cree return to site

6-7-75
Explosion heard Bearing 263" from site
Explosion heard Bearing 263'from site
Mr Martin left site to return home
Skywatch will end after th€ 04.00 met. readings
Skywatch has now finished. Equipment being packed away
All members have now left skywatch site

S.H.

s.H.
S,H.
S.H.
S.H.

S.H,
S.H.

S.H.
S.H.
s.H.
S.H.
S.H.
S.H.



NUFOIS VISUAL OBSERVATIONS LOG SHEET
Description/Remarks Bear. lElev.

s.7.7s I 20.54 Twin-engincd aircraft first sighted
last seen

Arcturus becomes visible
Spica becomes visible
Satellite observed passing through Corona Borealis
at very low speed (8 mins to cover 10' arc)
Vega becomes visible
Meteor sighted
Deneb becomes visible
Satellite observed Heading 204'
Satellite observed Heading 360"
Light observed low down (Poss. rocket or flare)
Satellite observed Heading 045"
Satellite observed Heading 132'
Meteor sighted
Satellite observed Heading 360'
Satellite observed Heading 168'
Satellite observed Heading 040"
Meteor sighted
Meteor sighted
Satellite observed Heading 015'
Satellite observed Heading 064'
Meteor sighted
Satellite observed Heading 140"
Meteor sighted
Satellite observed Heading 358'
Moonrise
Landing lights of aircraft sighted making approach
to Tollerton (Nottingham airport)
Satellite observed Heading 162"

r70" I 30"
20.56
22.32
22.35)) \)
23.16
23.24
23.27
23.35
23.43
23.47
23-51

350" I 33'

2oo" I 4r

r78" I 4s'

2ty" ls:'
180' I 75"
274" I 2s"
320" I 80"

6.7.7s I 00.02 2s9" I 75"
o0.27
00.30
00.41
00.52
01.00
0r.10
01.10
01.15
ot-26
01.50
01.50
01.57
02.30
02.43

03.04

0r8' I 50'
220" I 80'
160' I 75"
190' I 69'
230" I 62"
185' I 60"
196" I 70'
204" I 83'
2s4" I 46"
330" I 8s"
140" I 85"
180' I 72"
066" I 030

253" I 20'
186' I 87"

NUFOIS METEOROLOGICAL LOG SHEET

12.5 I r8.0 I 44.s 5
6
6
2
3
1

I
1

08
08
08
07
07
06
06
07

G.2 143 121.00
tt.z I 16.0 I 47.5 G.2 144 122.00
10.3 113.5 150.0 G.2 134 123.00
9.0 I 12.2 152.O
9.0 111.6 154.5 G.l 139 101.00

7.sI 9.0 162.0 G.l 134 104.00
Temperature Wet & Dry

NUFOIS HOURLY BACKGROUND RADIATION LOG
Time
21.00
22.00
23.00
24.00
01.00
02.00
03.00

Countl Time lCount
43 I 21.15
32 I 22.1s
sl I 23.15
37' | 00.15 37

34
36
42

Time t

2r.30 I

22.30 I

21.30 I

00.30 I

01.30 I

02.30 I

03.30 I

Time 
I

21.4s I

22.45 I

23.4s I

00.4s I

01.4s I

o2.4s I03.4s I

Count Average
44
34
44
39
39
39
34

4a
32
36

52
40
34
36
39
34
36

48 I 01.15
46 I 02.15
33 I 03.15

All the aboae tables iigned fut Skywatch co-ordinator-5, lV. Henley
continued werleaf

7

Count



SKYWATCH TWENTY THREE
Appendix A. Beaufort lVind Scale
0 

-Calm-Smoke 
rises t:ertically.

\ -US4t 
air-Direction of wind shmtn by smoke drift but not by witrd oarcs.

2 
-Light breeze-lYind felt on fan: leaoa rustle: ordbnry oarus mooed bv wind.

3 
-Gentle 

breeze-Leaies and-small twigs in constant moiion: extends lis-ht flacs.
4 

-Moderate 
breeze-Rsises dust and hbse paper: small branchcs are niooei. '

5 
-Fresh 

breeze-Small tees in leaf swag: crCsted waoelets on inland water.
6 

-$lrong ltreeze-Lart, branchcs in rnotion: zohistling hzard in telephorc wires.
7 

-Near 
gale-Whole tees in motion: incotweniercc fbh walking ag-ainst wind.

8 
-Gale-Breaks 

twigs off fiees: generallg impedes progress.
9 

-Strong 
gale-Slight snuamal damage (ehimney pots and slates remwed).

l0-Storm*Seldmn _experiencd inland,: trees uprooted: considerable structuial darnage.
l\-V_loleryt storm-Very rarely experienced: aicompanied fut widespread damage.
l2-Hurricane.

Appendix B. Visibility Code
00 Dense fog (objects not visible at 55 yards).
0l Thickfog (objects not ztisible at 22O yards).
02 Fog (objects not visible at 55O yarik).
03 Moderate fog (objects not dsible at flA0 yards).
04 Mist or haze (objects not visible at 1.25 mls.).
05 Poor visibility (objects rct visible at 2.5 mls.).
06 Moderate visibilitg (objects not visible at 6-25 nls.).
07 Good visibility (objects not ztisible at 12.5 mls.).
08 Very good aisibility (objects not rsisible at 3L mls.).
09 Excellent visibility (objects aiib;le abooe 3l mls. distant).

Appendix C. Cloud Class'fficatimt
High.douds . 20000 to 40000 ft Cirrus, Circocumulus, Cirrostrohts
Mediurn c1oud.................................... 7000 to 200OO ft Altoctmtulus, Altosnafi$
Lozo cloud ground leoel to 70OO ft Stratocumulus, Stratus, Nilnbo-

stratus, Cumuhts, Curnulonimbus.

Appendix D. NUFO.IS Present lYeather Code
G.l. Good weather--4rarm-less tlnn 418 cloud-
G.2. Good weather-wdnn-more than 418 cloud.
G.3. Good vseather-cold-less than 418 cloud.
G.4. Good weather-cold-more than 418 cloud.
R.1. Light rain.
R.2. Heary rain.
H. Hail-
F. Fog-Less than 200 yards oi-ribility.
M. Mist-More than 2OO yarils visibility.
S.l. Snmt-Light ground cwer (ground showing through).
S.2. Snut-Med,ium grotmd couer (less than 2 inches).
S.3. Snua-Heaay ground cooer (oaer 2 inches).
.FR. Frost-Ground or air.

PHENOMENA OF EARTH AND
Between 4 and 18 August 1976, the
Dorman Museum, Linthorpe Road
Middlesbrough, will have on display
the Art's Council's exhibition of Per-
uvian Ground Drawings. In conjunc-
tion with this exhibition, there will be
a one-day seminar on Saturday, 7

8

SKY

August on the theme 'Pherwmena of
Earth and Sky.' For further details,
write to PO Box 69, Zetland House,
Zetland Road, Middlesbrough, Cleve-
land, TS1 lEL or phone 0642 83781
and ask for Mr C E Thornton.



Uforum

Dear Sir

I refer to the comments made by j\lr
T Higgins in the March/April Journal
concerning UFO hostility.

Mr Higgins quoted a case from the
book The New UFO Breakthrough
which concerned injuries inflicted upon
a young girl in Oklahoma, telling us
that the girl was badly burned, these
wounds being 'administered pur-
posely' by the occupants of a UFO.

Might I inform .Nlr Higgins that there
is no evidence to suggest the UFO
actually attacked the girl. She had
gone outside after a family argument:
a few minutes later her mother heard
a high-pitched scream of pain and ran
outside to find her daughter on the

ground, terribly burned, about 100
yards from the house. She later
described seeing something that looked
like' a sort of flying ashtray' skimming
over the hilltops away from her. An
ambulance was summoned and the
girl was taken to hospital in Midwest
City: later, she was transferred to a
military hospital.

Next day, neighbours reported seeing
the family's possessions taken away
in vans described as 'Air Force blue.'
To my knorvledge they have not been
seen since. So you see, we cannot
simply accept this as a genuine UFO
attack, simply because there were no
witnesses to the incident. The young
girl could have been standing beneath
the 'exhaust' as the craft took off. . .

Graham Knights
Norwich

Readers' letters are welcomed, but please keep them as brief as
possible. The editor reserves the right to publish and to extract from
letters where necessary. Letters of some length may be considered
rnore suitable for use as features.

Dear Sir

Ref: Bufora Journal, Vol 4, No 12.
Controversy ! The future of British
Ufology by Jenny Randles.

Vhilst I agree with some points Jenny
made, I do not agree that an RICs' area
should be reduced using non-members.
Where members are enthusiastic, the
RIC should organise his investigators
so that they may proceed with the in-
vestigations while the RIC co-ordinates
The RIC should arrange to meet his
investigators once or twice a year so that
they can discuss methods and ideas on
investigating reports. I am experi-
menting with such a system . . .Perhaps
if all RIC's experiment with a system
(or make known their present system)
we may be able to choose one or more

for general use in Bufora. I apprec-
iate time is an important point, ex-
penditure too-I experience difficulty
with bothl But it we are sincere in
our ideas and interest in UFOs,
logical in our methods, constructive
in our objections, we should progress
together. Let us try to find some ans-
wers to the many questions in ufology
and be less interested in Britain taking
'the lead' (J R). What does it matter
rvho places the last piece in this very
large puzzle? The important point
is that Bufora contributes to solving
the puzzle whether it be the beginning
the middle or the end and does so in
an organised manner so that we all
participate.

Lawrence Dale (RIC)
Orpington
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Dear Sir

In the Jan/Feb Journal you requested
further information about an Austral-
ian case (alleging rape by UFO
occupants) . . . . This case appears in
the book Unsolaed Mysteries of the
Pastby Otto Binder who quotes it from
The National Tartler of 2.4.67.

Stephen McCarten
Garston

Dear Sir

I did not attend the Kensington
meeting on Feb 7, but I really must
protest at David Viewing's description
of ufologists as having 'little purpose
and little ability.' lVhat precisely does
he mean when he states that those of
us who show a keen interest and curi-
osity in the phenomenon we have
termed ufology lack a sense of purpose
and ability ?

A sense of purpose ! To find out how,
when, where and why ? Lack of
ability ! When the only criteria rve
have are reports which may or may not
be authentic ? Cer-tainly I agree that
there needs to be a far more orderly
centralisation of, for example, reports
of sightings which emanate from all
over the world. But how can the
average ufologist ' lack ability ? ' Lack
ability to do what ? Sift the evidence ?

Interrogate the witness ?

The implementation of any research
programme is, I feel, too dependent on
the vagaries of the human mind in
terms of memory, articulation, imag-
ination, veracity and perception. Cer-
tainly the formation of specialised
groups in terms of ufological evaluation
might help, but the one great drawback
to any rationalised programme is this-
'we ain't got a UFO to examine!'

In my own case, for example, I can
evaluate the effects of UFO proximity
to a herd of cattle, but the evidence
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forthcoming is only one of (presum-
ably) fear ! And this is a factor which
can be caused by many other stimuli!
$(/e can, ofcourse, undoubtedly acquire
some knowledge by judging the effects
of UFOs in close contact with humans
and animals alike, but in the former
case we are back to the validity and
authenticity of reports and reactions of
articulate witnesses, whilst animals can
reveal only physical rather than psy-
chological sequelae.

In any case, therefore, until we have
direct physical contact, with all that
implies in the way of ufological evid-
ence, all the psychological, physiolog-
ical, optical, perceptional and aviational
criteria we may acquire reflects only
the veractiy and intellectual capacity of
the witness.

R Jones-Puglt
Hazterfordwest

Personal column
The UFO Research Newsletter is a pub-
lication to promote UFO research. This is
a newsletter which intends to concentrate on
research instead of reporting sightings. For
more information, contact The UFO Research
Newsletter, 1424 Vendome Avenue, Chom-
edey, Laval, P.Q. Canada H7!7 1S1.

Do you have this book ? Secret of the
Saucers by Orfeo Angelucci. Paperback pre-
ferred, but hardback bought for a reasonable
sum. If you have this book, please send a
letter only to the following address: P M
Tarrant, 13 Orion Road, Rochester, Kent.
Biofeedback Super C Unit: details SAE.
WFI, 4 Strensham Hill, Moseley, Birming-
ham 13.

Caravan: Warminster Skywatch Caravan
available until the end of September: details
from Mrs M Carey, 61 Corton, Nr \?armin-
ster, \filts, or Mr A West, 16 Southway,
Burgess Hill, Sussex (SAE essential, thanks).

Ifyou are between l8 ald 25, interested in
UFOs and live in Suffolk or Norfolk, pre-
ferably in the Lowestoft area, contact Sue
Bowles, 51 St Peter's Court, Lowestoft,
Suffolk NR32 lQH, with possibility of
forming a small group.



For the first time in- the uK, ufologists and private research organisations can
obtain gopi-es of any of the photographs of purpbrted uFos, taken-between 1942
a\d 1976, from all over the world. ttre DpRc film and photo library consists
9f app: 800 p_hotos from the possible maximum of 900 in exiitence. Wi: may not
have them all, but we have the important ones. Up until now, reseai-chers have
experienced _difficulry in obtaining uFo photos, nbw we hope to alleviate this
ploblem with our new service. The only charge made will 6e the current cost
of copying- material by a reputable laboraiory plus postage. photos are available
in either 35mm slide format or 3$" x 5' ehprintr, Sl* or colour. Minimum
quantity*per,o,rde_r: 5 photos. Address all enquiries to:-DpRG photo Lib-
rary (UFO), 554 Goresbrook Road, Dagenham, Essex, RM9 4XD, England.

UFOs: Local History-and the cKingdom of the Elves.'
Part One

" Two men of the parish of Deerness,
Orkney, had unusual experiences.
They were rvalking one night through
a low valley towards the farm where
they worked, when they met two
'girls' in white dlss5ss-( just like
white night-gowns.? Assured that
they were girls from that neighbour-
hood, 'C' flung his arms around one
and 'S' did the same to the other.
'C's' girl seemed to evaporate into the
air and 'S's' one to melt into the
ground. They were absolutely in-
substantial and disappeared completely.
On another evening when the men
were going home through the valley,
something like a very bright star came
directly towards them. As it passed
over their heads a voice came from it
saying, ' I'm sent.' ' C,'whose neryes
rvere weaker than those of ' S,' fell to
the ground. He was so agitated that
it took him a considerable time to come
to himself."
Readers may be forgiven for thinking
the above is a recent sighting report-
perhaps from South America. It has
little to distinguish it from the num-
erous stories that intrigue and bewilder
ufologists throughout the world. It
is, however, an extract from Ernest W
Markwick's The Folklore of Orkney

Gajt Mosley

and Shetland. It happened around
the seventies of last century, and serves
to illustrate the wealth of fascinating
information to be found in folklore
and local history that displays distinct
ufological elements. Whilst most of
the material is, of course, unverifiable
and embellished with the retelling, it
is an interesting exercise to study the
folklore of a locality to discover for
oneself possible UFO activity which
has manifested itself to the inhabitants
in terms of their own experience and
understanding.

It would be an impossible task for one
person to examine from a ufological
perspective, the local history archives
and folklore of the entire country, but
a concerted effort by several could
produce some fascinating results. If
after reading of some of the discov-
eries I have made in a matter of rveeks,
you feel prompted to investigate your
own locality, take along paper and
pencil to record your findings and
send them to the editor for inclusion
in an article at a later date.

Here then, are a number of puzzling
tales I have found. \7hen reading
these it is interesting to note simil-

continued werleaf
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arities between the descriptions and
such cases as the Bebedouro entitiesl,
the Itaperuna creatureo and many other
beings from what Gordon Creighton
calls ' The Kingdorn of the Elaes,' so
similar are they to the creatures of
fairy lore.
Surprisingly fairy stories still occur.
R L Tongue relates a story told to him
by a President of the Women's Ins-
titute in Wellington. (Somerset Folk-
loreCounty Series, Ff S 1965).

" . \X/hen we were
on holiday in Corn-
wall, my daughter and
I came down a wind-
ing lane, and all of a
sudden there was a
small green man by a
gate watching us: all
in green with a point-
ed hood and ears.

We both saw him and
my linle girl scream-
ed. ."
At the other end of
the country, fairy en-
counters persist.
Walter Johnson in the
Archioes of the School
of Sconish Stud'ies re-
cords a 'fairy' seen
in a glen in Perthshire.
He is described as a
'wee green man with
peakit boots with a cap
like an old gramo-

phone horn on his head.' This trad-
itional creature, with its dark and
furrowed face was seen by father and
son to disappear into rocks.

Most areas appear to have their ver-
sions of these creatures variously
known as brownies, hobgoblins, elves
and so on. All have similar character-
istics. Eadier descriptions describe
them as human size or taller. Latter$
they have been small and shaggy,
sometimes taking animal form. Gen-
erally grotesque, they occasionally have
no separate fingers or toes: perhaps no
noses, only nostrils. They are said
to have the power of invisibility and
are almost always solitary. Another
recent model is the Garston creafirre
of 1951 reported in the Liverpool
press. In November of that year, Mr
William Routledge was working in his
ship-breaking yard when he became
aware of a creature who " . . . looked at
least six foot six, and I was particu-
larly struck by his hair which stood up
from his head in a great brush four or
five inches high." Its gait was that of
a great ape and it walked through the
headlights of a car without breaking
their beam. The creature wore tight,
tapering, plum-coloured breeches and
was observed by two people whilst a
third saw nothing.

To be continued

1 Flying Saucer Review, Vol 19, No 6.
2 Flying Saucet Review, Special Issue No 5.

Rough sketch oJ vnoll
being frm the lta^q-
wa UFO (Sketchfrom
wwsDoltq O DIA of
Rio dc lanebo 3.1O.7't

-FSR 
Special Issu!,

Belfast contact claim
Miles Johnstone and John Einde,
Bufora, Northern Ireland, are care-
fully investigating the case of Mrs
Hamilton who lives in the Anderstown
district of Belfast. Mrs Hamilton
claims that in 1972 slire was ' instantly
transported t'from her bedroom to the
interior ofa spacecraft whose crew con-
sisted of velvet-skinned aliens of many

t2

different races. Contacts are allegedly
still continuing and Mrs Hamilton
considers it may be possible to photo-
graph the aliens, thus procuring 'hard
evidence.' It is anticipated a full re-
port on the case will be published when
investigations are completed.

lVith acknoutledgemcnts m Northern
UFO News.



Sighting summaries

Uncoded August 1966. 15,30
Ruislip, Middhsex

An ambulance man and four American friends
were walking in some fields close to the US
Air Force Base at Ruislip. 'We heard, or
rather felt a whining from above and behind
us. On looking round we saw a large round-
ish black obiect coming towards us.' This
frightened the witnesses, who ran and hid
under a nearby railway bridge. The object
then came down to a height of 6 inches where
it remained hovering for a time. The wit-
nesses then ascertained that it was blue-grey
in colour. They also noticed some ill-effects;
they all had slight headaches; cows in a nearby
field lay down; a can rolled towards the object,
and all their watches had stopped.

One of the Americans accidentally dropped a
lemonade bottle and this prompted a rapid
reaction from the object. There was a loud
roar and a flash similar to a flash bulb. The
object then shot straight up and had dis-
appeared within a few seconds. A few min-
utes later, four American MPs arrived and
ordered the Americans back to the base.
They were all told to say nothing as no-one
would believe them, and the ambulance man
was not allowed to see the four Americans
again.

Iwestigator : Robert Digby.

73-098 June 1973. 11.15
Pathfinder Village, Exeur

The witness, z 74 year old retired engineer,
was sitting on top of a stone wall at the top of
the lane running from the village to the hills.
He saw a light buff coloured obiect travelling
west at treetop level, towards him and as it
approached, he heard a 'shushing' noise.
When it came really close, the obiect inclined
itself to the horizontal and the wimess felt a
blast of hot air on his face. The object then
shot straight up and disappeared, travelling
too fast for the eye to follow.

Irnsestigator : Richard F arrow.

75-217 27 August 1975. 14.40
Richmond Park, Surrey

Two young mothbrs were walking in Rich-
mond Park with their children watching a
Jumbo Jet, when one of the children said
'There's a little one.' A silver coloured
object came into view from behind the Jumbo,
travelling NE at an elevation of 40-45 deg.

When it reached 60 deg. elevation, the object
stopped moving and remained so for 2.3
minutes. The witnesses could now see that
the object was shaped like a tear-drop but was
flat undemeath. The object then turned on
it's own axis and accelerated away, ffavelling
too fast for the eye to follow.

Investi.gator : Richard P. Colborne.

76-006 3 January 1975. 17.10
Kensington, London

The three witnesses were on their way to
attend a BUFORA lecture. They had just
arrived in Kensington when they saw a group
of stationary lights in the sky, consisting of
one large bright light with two smaller ones
in straight line formation, the larger one in
the middle. For 35 seconds they remained in
this position and then moved so that the
straight line formation was now inclined 30 deg
to the horizon. At this point, the lights dim-
med and started to move very slowly. The
witnesses then observed a wide pale beam of
light emanating from in front of the lights
which then disappeared behind a building.

Inoest'igator : R. J. Nash.

76-038 6 March 1976. 18.50
Crouborough, E Sussex

A young man and his f,ancee were driving
along the A26 Brighton-Crowborough Road,
when they saw in the east, two bright white
lights at an elevation of 30 deg. They ap-
peared to be 'pacing' the car aad the witness
decided to pull into the car park of a nearby
pub so that he could watch the lights. By
this time, the lights had' crossed the road and
were approaching us from behind the pub.'
As they came nearer the rvitnesses could see
more 'details.' There were two bright
lights (like car headlights) and between these
was a smaller red one. To the left of the
lights, there was a green one, and to the
right was a red, The 'lights ' continued to
approach and came directly overhead, 'As
they approached closely, we began to feel
strarge, our ears popped and we felt shiv-
ery, and I felt rather faint.' Because of
these ill-efrects, they decided to drive on.

The girl continued to watch the lights, and
she saw them continue past the car and over
the road again, at which point she saw,
' . , . that there was another white light at the
back giving a triangular impression.' As
they drove on the lights were lost to view and
on arriving home they ' . . . continued to feel
strange and our ears were still slightly affected.'

Summaries by Peter Bottomley.

Burnett's Printing Wmks,Cypus Rd, Bwgess Hill, Sussex. Tel 3126 (fTD 044 46). ,lt



Candidate for ufology ?

tVithout wishing to bring politics
into our pages, neveftheless I cannot
say US Presidential candidate
Jimmy Carter's ever-present New
World version of the Ted Heath
grin has really endeared him to me.

However, the Daily Telegraph of 2
June quotes him as saying in an
interview in the National Enquirer,* If I become President, I'll
make every piece of informa-
tion this country has about
UFO sightings available to the

public and the scientists. I am
convinced that UFOs exist be-
cause f have seen one.tt (At
Thomaston, Georgia in 1973).

" It was the darndest thing I've
ever seen. It was big. It was very
bright. It changed colours and was
about half the size of the Moon.
N7e watched it for ten minutes, but
none of us could figure out what it
was."

Perhaps if Mr Carter fails in his
presidential bid, he could be per-
suaded to give Dr Hynek a hand at
the UFO Center!-^Ed.

People
We extend a welcome to the following, who have recently been admitted to nember-
ship of Bufora :
London: D J Barnes; J Ellis; Mrs B Roland-
Jones; Miss Krivancova; R J Mesher; Miss
G Mosley; D Powell; S Rothwell.
Home Counties: A J Andrews; B Austin;
T S Brewis; D Commons; R Green; Miss P
Grego; R V Harman; R Harrison; Miss P
Hartley; G Holman; M Hudson; J Lucas;
P Mosey; P O'Grady; Miss J S O'Grady; A
Palmer; A Pavitt; J Scarry.

Books and Leaflets published by Bufora Ltd.
Title members non-members
A Challenge to Science

R H Stanway, MBA, FRAS
UFO's Unidentified Undeniable

R H Stanway, MBA, FRAS
The above two publications are only available
from Roger Stanway, Old Brook Cottage,
White Cross, Haughton, Stafrs
Guide to the UFO Phenomenon
The Use of Analytical Instruments in the
Search for Extra-terrestrial Spacecraft

Daoid Viewing
Investigation Procedures

Tranr Wlitaker
An Engineer's'Look at UFO's

Leonard Cratnp, ARAeS, MSIA
Articles of Association

f,z.|s f,2.65 (all post free)

d2.2s (UK) f,2.65 (Overseas)

Journals as available 35p 50p

Other than the first rwo listed, all publications are available from: Arnold
V[est, Bufora Publications,16 Southway, Burgess Hill, Sussex RH15 9ST
(In some cases, only photocopies of Journak can be supplied, ot cost, plus lundling and P €e P).

National: M A Baasher; R Bailey; D Bam-
ber; T Boulton; M Coad; J Copsey; Miss J
Cousins; A G Cowles; Mrs J T Cox; S R
Davies; T P Davis; J Downey; R F Haskell;
M Hawkins; J Hayles; K Hunter; \0 Hutchi-
son; A S Millardj R G Norman; P Piacentini;
D Pierpoint; Mrs L Pierpoint; J Porter; D
Saul; A Urquhart; P Warrington.
Overseas: !f Kai-Nan; T Nakacka.

55p

5op

5op

45p

3op

3op

3Op 50p

dl'25 (members only)


